TECHNICAL ADVISORY GROUP – 2<sup>nd</sup> JULY 2014

SUMMARY NOTES

- Thanks to Roger Simons for the work required to summarise National Technical Delegate reports from the Indoor Season.
- MR still seeking clarification on list of tutors who can deliver Health and Safety element of new Level 2 Generic module.
- KD gave update on last Education and Training Sub-Group meeting. TRNGs to be asked for lists of officials they consider suitable for a range of duties.
- JT presented meeting notes and actions from last Rules Working Group meeting.
- Suggested that recent 5k Walk “record” at British Championships should be a “best performance” since it was a new event. If repeated, the event could become a “record” event in due course.
- Discussions to be held with NUTS and UKA Performance about which age-groups should have performances regarded as Records and which as Best Performances.
- Confirmed that process for Peer Group election should remain unchanged for this year.
- Nominations for SOUK Awards are required. TRNG and COFSECS to be invited to make nominations in some categories, TAG in others.
- Welfare Officer is in negotiations with Home Office Firearms Unit with regard to changes in legislation.
- TAG and its Sub Groups will have new members from England Council from November 2014.